
*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area.*The work cycles vary in relation to the amplitude and to the characteristics of the area. 1918

High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 24º

Touchscreen Display Rain sensor Flex rubber wheel Toothed rear wheel 
(Optional)

New charging station

The L350i Elite can manage lawns up to 1.75 acres and work for seven consecutive 
hours, while maintaining high mowing performance. The touchscreen display 
makes programming simple and intuitive. The standard ZCS Connect module 
ensures safety and ease of use also thanks to its compatibility with the most voice 
assistants (SMART ASSISTANT).

Attractive design and high technology

Powerful lithium-ion batteries

Flex rear wheel   For excellent grip on all types of terrain, even on wet surfaces

SDM Cutting System (Satellite Dynamic Memory)  The satellite navigation system, based 
on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to recognize mowed areas. The robot then creates 
virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each area, thus ensuring time 
saving and greater efficiency.

1.75 acres

15 Ah lithium-ion Continuous cutting*7 h00 Robot free lawnh9

High efficiency brushless motors

Manage up to 8 separate areas

Slopes up to 24º

Touchscreen Display Patented front wheel Flex rubber rear wheel Toothed rear wheel 
(Optional)

Recharging base cover 
(optional)

The two L250i models - Elite and Elite S+ - are a concentration of innovation and 
technology. The touchscreen display, advanced navigation systems, and standard ZCS 
Connect module make the robots extremely efficient and innovative. Compatible with 
most voice assistants (SMART ASSISTANT), for a completely integrated smart home.

Interactive and Smart

Flex rear wheel   For excellent grip on all types of terrain, even on wet surfaces.

Patented front wheels   Exclusive to Ambrogio: The front wheels move 
independently of each other, maintaining high cutting performance, even on 
irregular or uneven terrain.

SDM Cutting System (Satellite Dynamic Memory)  The satellite navigation system, based 
on advanced algorithms, allows the robot to recognize mowed areas. The robot then creates 
virtual maps and remembers the working times used for each area, thus ensuring time 
saving and greater efficiency.

1.25 acres

0.80 acres 1.25 acres

Robot free lawn Robot free lawnContinuous cutting* Continuous cutting*7.5 Ah lithium-ion 7.5 Ah lithium-ion

3 h30 7 h00h16 h12
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